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Dear customer, 
you are now the owner of a: manual meat mincer.

User information: 

Carefully read all instructions and store them for future use.

This appliance must not be used by any persons (including children) with mental disabilities, weak strength or by inexperienced persons, unless they are properly supervised 
or unless they have received instructions for use from a quali!ed person who is responsible for their safety.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE MEAT MINCER No.5 - No.8 - No.10

Installation

Assemble the meat mincer according to the picture so that the knife’s cutting edge (5) is positioned near the board (6); adjust the ring nut (7) (the board and the knife 
must be secured so that excessive friction can be eliminated) and secure the handle with the ring bolt (4); the handle should move easily.

Insert the worm (2) in the housing (1) and screw the handle (3) onto the worm with the ring screw (4).

Position the knife (5) on the worm’s square part (the cutting edge must touch the board) and the board (6), then tighten the ring nut (7) to secure everything.

Maintenance

Before use, wash the meat mincer in boiling water and thoroughly dry all parts that have come into contact with food. Before !rst use, have bakery pieces minced for 5 minutes 
to remove all possible manufacturing remnants.

After each use, wash you meat mincer thoroughly; if necessary, grease it to avoid getting rusty. 

BE CAREFUL! Keep this meat mincer out of children. When your meat mincer is in use, do not insert your !ngers in the board openings.

Using

The worm meat mincer is designed to make minced meat and to mince !shes, mushrooms or vegetables. When mincing your meat - clean your meat by removing skin a bones, 
slice it into strips, insert them in the top of the mincer housing and rotate the handle.

Safety notice:

This product is designed only for household use and made to process common amounts of food in households. Do not use it for commercial purposes. When you use the meat 
mincer for the !rst time, do not consume the ground food and clean the product. Then, you can use the product without any restrictions.

The use of coarse or aggressive cleaning agents can damage the surface (e.g. caustic pipe cleaning agents). Negligent handling may lead to surface damage (chipping). These 
"footprints" do not have the slightest e!ect on the quality of the prepared food nor on the lifetime of the product, they only a!ect its aesthetic appearance. 
Through the e#ect of high temperature of the heat source, the surface may be damaged (burned).

Ecology:

Depending on the size of the product, all products have marks printed on them denoting the material used for the production of the packaging, components and accessories, 
as well as their recycling. Correct disposal of this product helps save valuable natural resources and prevents damage to the environment caused by improper waste disposal. 
Ask your local authorities or collection facility for more details. In accordance with national regulations penalties may be imposed for the incorrect disposal of this type of waste. 
Keep plastic bags out of the reach of children, danger of su!ocation.

The purchaser was informed about the function and handling of the product.
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